MAKING IT HAPPEN…
Placement into University of Hawaii Mathematics Courses Based on Performance on the Algebra 2 End-of-Course Exam

Who’s Eligible?
✓ Incoming freshmen
✓ Hawaii DOE graduates (class of 2011, 2012, 2013…for now)
✓ Scored 1038 or higher on Algebra 2 End-of-Course Exam
✓ Earned C or better in Algebra 2
✓ Meets other UH mathematics course pre-requisites (such as concurrent placement into ENG 100)

For this year (and maybe next year too)…

- Incoming freshman takes COMPASS
- Placement via COMPASS is equivalent to, or higher than, placement via Alg2 Exam
- Normal enrollment process

- Incoming freshman hasn’t taken COMPASS yet
- DOE graduate hand-carries REPORT CARD and ALGEBRA 2 EXAM SCORE REPORT (could be as late as June 30)
- Placement via COMPASS is lower than placement via Alg2 Exam
- Student sees ___________ to allow/override course enrollment per Alg2 Placement Agreement